
Trimmer. “This consolidated our
bookletmaking into one integrated
process,” Benson explains. “It cut our
make-ready time and waste down to
almost nothing, and it reduced our
offset overruns from 8% to 10% to
just a few sheets.” With the perfect
binder, we believe it will allow us to 
significantly reduce the amount of 
perfect binding we have been 
outsourcing, reducing those costs 
and gaining increased control over 
lead times, plus with the three-side 
trimmer, the books come out ready 
to go on the shelf.” 

While the production staff at LifeSprings
was used to manually adjusting
machines, adjustments on the new
equipment are controlled from the touch
screens. “It’s a big change for us,”
Benson says, “but everyone loves the
equipment. And now we have room to
grow. We can better meet the needs of
today, and we have the capacity both to
expand the current business and to look
for new customers and new applications
as well.”  

Benson worked with the local Standard
Horizon dealer, Graphic Technology
Group, and was pleased with their service
and support as well as that from
Standard. “Dealing with Graphic
Technology Group and Standard is more
like a partnership,” he says. “They are in
it for the long haul. Your problem is their
problem, and they have been great to
work with. Plus, as we make this
transition from offset to whatever the
modern shop is going to look like, they
have solutions to meet those needs, and
we feel really good about working with
them when it comes to finishing.” 

LifeSprings Media, established in
1919, was previously known as
Advocate Press before becoming
LifeSprings in 1995. The company,
located in Franklin Springs, GA,
operates both offset and digital
printers, including a 40" Heidelberg
press and a newer Canon
VarioPrint 6270 Titan press,
an upgrade to replace two
older toner-based machines. 

About 85% of LifeSprings’s
work is producing booklets
for church clients as well as
manuals and technical
documentation for heavy
machinery. “We saw a big change in
our business in the 2007/2008
timeframe,” says Scott Benson, Manager,
“including a significant decrease in run
lengths which drove more volume to our
digital presses, and thus, the upgrades.
But we also saw a need to both
eliminate bottlenecks in the bindery and
ensure we had capacity there for
growth.” 

Benson notes that, with toner-based
printing and in-line finishing, the press
has to go down if the finishing unit goes
down. Because of that limitation, there
was interest in enhancing the bindery to
take the finishing offline. “In addition,”
he says, “we had older folders, stitchers
and perfect binders from a variety of
different vendors. This meant finishing a
booklet took several steps and several
pieces of equipment, with set-up and
make-ready waste for each. For the
perfect binding we were doing in house,
we had to take bound books to the
cutter to trim them, an extra step. We
wanted to get set up with the bindery

equipment we needed to take care of
these bottlenecks, but also allow us to
grow toward the eventual acquisition of a
production inkjet press that will likely
ultimately replace our offset press.” 

Most of the staff of industry veterans at
LifeSprings had used Standard Horizon
equipment in the past. Benson says,
“When it came to acquiring new bindery
equipment, we knew that Horizon has
always been the most reliable. It is tried
and true. When you make that
investment, you know it is something
that will last you for a long while and pay
off. We wanted to make sure we had
something that is going to be around for
the long term and is going to be reliable.
That’s why we went with Standard
Horizon.” 

The company acquired three pieces of
Standard Horizon equipment: the
StitchLiner Mark III Saddlestitcher with
three collating towers, the BQ-270 Perfect
Binder, and the HT-30C Three-side

Live demos from our partners

End-to-End Expertise.

This October, the printing industry is poised to come together
for the first time in over a year for PRINTING United in Orlando,
FL. For this in-person event, which will also have a digital
component for those that can’t travel, PRINTING United is
working closely with the venue and state and local health
organizations to ensure the event will be safe for exhibitors and
attendees. During the three-day event, attendees will be able to
explore all industry segments from apparel to packaging to
commercial printing and finishing under one roof. 

Standard is looking forward to attending and exhibiting at
PRINTING United. Standard will have a 4,000 square foot booth
on the show floor where we will feature several of our newest
and most popular products including Hunkeler Generation 8
pre- and post-solutions, as well as the Horizon BQ-500 Perfect
Binder and the AFV-56K Folder, both equipped with iCE LiNK –
the new cloud-based workflow management system from
Horizon. The BQ-500 will be featured alongside a selection of
brand new accessories including automated book-block feeding,
end-sheet feeding, and gauze feeding.

Coming Together for PRINTING United!
Largest print exhibition in North America to be held October 6-8 in Orlando, Florida

LifeSprings Media Modernizes
Bindery With View Toward the Future.

Located in Franklin Springs, Georgia
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Virtual Demonstrations & Tradeshow

While the production staff at LifeSprings was used to manually adjusting machines,
adjustments on the new equipment are controlled from the touch screens. “It’s a
big change for us,” Benson says, “but everyone loves the equipment. With their
consistent user interface, we have been able to cross-train as well. And a huge
benefit has been the ability for our digital press operator to interrupt long offset
runs on the StitchLiner, quickly turn around rush digital jobs, and then set the
system to go back to the long-run job without a hitch!”  

A simplified user interface makes cross-training easy
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(L to R) Ken Jackson, Offset & Finishing Director, and
Shelton Bell, Production Assistant, operate the StitchLiner.

Consolidates bookletmaking into one integrated process, minimizing make-ready time and waste.

StitchLiner Mark lll
HT-30C Three-side Trimmer

We look forward to seeing you all 
in October in Orlando!

For more information about the event
including registration and safety protocols _

Please visit www.printingunited.com

Even as we begin to welcome more in-person visitors to our 
Demonstration Center, we are excited to continue expanding our
successful virtual demonstration program! See our products live from
our demonstration floor and ask our experts to answer any questions 
you may have about your unique finishing needs. To schedule a virtual 
or in-person demo, reach out to your Standard Sales Manager. 

Standard’s virtual demonstration program continues to grow

Hunkeler’s state-of-the-art showroom in Wikon, Switzerland, features Hunkeler’s
best-in-class Generation 8 finishing lines. In addition to their live demonstrations, Hunkeler
has also unveiled a virtual version of their showroom where you can tour their training and 
demo center on your own from the comfort of your home or office. 

Take the tour here: https://my.roomtour.ch/tour/hunkeler-ag/

We are pleased to share that we are now scheduling virtual
demonstrations with Horizon and Hunkeler! In these
demonstrations, you’ll be able to view any products that
aren’t currently available in Standard’s showroom live from
our partners’ demonstration floors in Japan and Switzerland.

Horizon opened their new demonstration center, the
Horizon Innovation Park (HIP), in 2020. HIP is a cutting-edge
demonstration floor, technical training center, and R&D
facility – all rolled into one. A full range of Horizon solutions
are on display including their Smart Binding System which
can process both digitally printed and offset printed book
blocks of loose sheets or folded signatures at up to 4,000
books/hour.
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